
THE GRADUATE PROGRAM IN 

VISUAL & CRITICAL STUDIES
AT CALIFORNIA COLLEGE OF THE ARTS
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Today’s vast and intricate visual landscape 
demands new forms of analysis and  

understanding. Visual and Critical Studies  
students become cultural critics who  

can write eloquently for diverse audiences  
in a range of formats and venues. 

Through an emphasis on interdisciplinary and 
cross-cultural study, historical grounding, social and 
political analysis, and the craft of critical writing, the 
program trains scholars, critics, and artists to write 
professionally. Our students benefit from studying in an  
art-school environment, where they can exchange  
ideas with innovators in architecture, curatorial practice, 
design, fine arts, and creative writing.

CORE COURSES
Identities

Perceptions
Sites

Strategies
Voices

This MA program is deeply committed to  
the idea that social systems are also visual 
systems, and that positive social transfor-
mations are aided and enabled by those 
who are skilled at interpreting the  
visual field.

Studying in the culturally diverse  
San Francisco Bay Area, a hub of creative 
engagement, intellectual activity, and 
social activism, offers access to thinkers 
and makers who are shaping all aspects  
of contemporary discourse.





The program offers a rigorous but supportive environ-
ment in which to explore and develop three crucial skills: 
attentive viewing, insightful visual analysis, and powerful 
writing. As you progress through the program, you will 
refine your written and oral presentation skills, sharpen 
your critical faculties, and develop innovative as well as 
traditional forms of research and critical expression.

Your studies culminate in a written thesis on a topic of 
your choosing, a formal symposium presentation, and 
publication in the program’s annual journal, Sightlines.

Dual-degree options: CCA offers four 
unique dual-degree options in which 
students receive an MA in Visual and 
Critical Studies and an: 

�	 MA in Curatorial Practice
�	 MFA in Design
�	 MFA in Fine Arts
�	 MFA in Writing



cca.edu/vcs

The priority application deadline is January 10.  
For application information visit cca.edu/graduate.

Roundables and Symposia 

Past topics:

�	a colloquium on the “Holocaust 
Effect” in contemporary art

�	a “Feminist Art Today” 
roundtable

�	“Rising Tide,” a national 
symposium focusing on the arts 
and environmental ethics

�	“What Can a Body Do?,” a 
roundtable investigating 
contemporary art from a 
disability studies perspective

�	“Queer Conversations in 
Culture and Art,” an ongoing 
series

�	a critical race theory roundtable 

Guest Lecturers  
and Speakers

Past guests have included:

Martin Berger
Nao Bustamante
Judith Butler
Mel Y. Chen
Teresa de Lauretis 
Guillermo Gómez-Peña
Jennifer Gonzalez
Rita Gonzales
Donna Haraway
Shannon Jackson
Pamela M. Lee
Simon Leung
Trinh T. Minh-ha
José Esteban Muñoz
Peggy Phelan
Anne Wagner
Linda Williams
Deborah Willis

Selected Faculty 

�	AMY CAMPOS, architect
�	FREDERICK M. DOLAN, PhD, 

scholar of aesthetics  
and philosophy

�	JACQUELINE FRANCIS, PhD, 
critical race art historian

�	SUSAN GEVIRTZ, PhD, poet
�	TIRZA TRUE LATIMER, PhD, 

program chair and cultural critic
�	JEANETTE ROAN, PhD, visual 

and film studies scholar
�	JORDANA MOORE SAGGESE, 

PhD, art historian
�	TINA TAKEMOTO, PhD and MFA, 

artist and cultural scholar

Alumni Success 

Our alumni are:

Acclaimed authors

Exhibition curators

Journalists

Professors

Editors

Arts professionals

 …and many go on to enroll in  
prestigious PhD programs




